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POSTERIOR CONVERGENCE GIVEN THE MEAN
BY B. CLARKE1 AND J. K. GHOSH2
Purdue University
For various applications one wants to know the asymptotic behavior
of w(6 IX), the posterior density of a parameter 0 given the mean X of the

data rather than the full data set. Here we show that w(01X) is asymptotically normal in an L sense, and we identify the mean of the limiting
normal and its asymptotic variance. The main results are first proved
assuming that X1,...,Xn,... are independent and identical; suitable
modifications to obtain results for the nonidentical case are given separately. Our results may be used to construct approximate HPD (highest
posterior density) sets for the parameter which is of use in the statistical
theory of standardized educational tests. They may also be used to show
the covariance between two test items conditioned on the mean is asymptotically nonpositive. This has implications for constructing tests of item
independence.

1. Introduction. Let Xi for i = 1, 2,... be a sequence of independently
and identically distributed (iid) random variables taking values in a k-dimensional regular minimal lattice of common step length I with probability
function p(x) depending on a d-dimensional Euclidean parameter 0 =

(0k ... Od), distributed according to a continuous density w supported on
parameter space fl. Under strong enough moment assumptions on the
we show that the posterior distribution w(01X) of 0 given the mean X is
asymptotically normal in an Ll sense. We identify the location and asym
totic variance of the approximating normal as 0 and J(0)>-1(0)J (0)
where, for d = k, 0 = ,-1(X), at least on a neighborhood of 0, the true value
of the parameter J, is the k x d derivative matrix generated by ,L as a
function of 0, and E-1 is the covariance matrix of any Xi. A result for d < k

is also given.

If X is sufficient, then w(01X) - w(0IXn), where X n = (X1,..., Xn), so

existing results imply asymptotic normality. When X is not sufficient, these
results [see Le Cam (1958), Bickel and Yahav (1969) and Walker (1969);
there are many others] do not apply. In addition, Le Cam (1953) proves a
version of the desired result for the maximum likelihood estimator which is
asymptotically sufficient and Doksum and Lo (1990) establish a form of the
result for location families and equivariant estimators.
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In Section 3 we generalize our results to the case of independent nonidentically distributed (inid) random variables. These comprise a sort of "folk

theorem" in the educational testing circle according to Holland (1991), who
originally suggested the problem.

In educational testing, the vector 0 represents an aptitude and the Xi's are
the scores on the ith test item. It is often natural to condition on the total

score nX [see Yen (1984)] rather than on the full data set to avoid data
storage problems. Our results then provide approximate highest posterior
density sets for the parameter. In data analysis, practitioners often group
data according to the value of a sum. Our theorems allow a form of asymptotic normality to apply within each group. In addition, Ackerman (1991)
assumes such a result for the purpose of evaluating the influence of dimensionality of a parameter on test item bias.

An example in which the Xi's are not identical and X is not sufficient is a
modification of the Rasch model [see Lindsay, Clogg and Grego (1991) and

Hambleton (1989)] in which (4i - Oj) is replaced by aj(4i - Oj), where
aj's and Oj's are known, and the task is to estimate (i for a fixed value

We obtain a general result on the asymptotic normality of w(61X) applicable
in this case.

One of the three main assumptions for many models in educational testing
is that the data be conditionally independent, given 0; see Lord (1980) and
Bartholomew (1987). In part, Junker (1993) gives a heuristic argument
suggesting that a hypothesis test for the conditional independence given 0 of

test items i and j could be based on the behavior of Cov(Xi, XjIX), provid

it is nonpositive. We give conditions under which this expression is asymptot-

ically nonpositive for lattice-valued random variables that are conditionally
independent given 0. Note that this expression is a manifest quantity; that is,
it can be calculated from the data without reference to the underlying

parametric family. This supports Junker's program of characterizing the

desired latent properties of standardized tests in terms of manifest quantities.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we state and prove
our results for the case of independent and identical lattice-valued random
variables. First we consider the case that d = k and the parameter space is
compact. Then we give generalizations to d < k and to noncompact parameter spaces. In Section 3 we give analogous results for the case of inid
lattice-valued random variables. Section 4 contains the application discussed
in the previous paragraph.

2. Identically distributed random variables. We demonstrate

asymptotic normality of w(6!X) when the Xi's are iid in th
general results. The first case is for d = k and a compact parameter space.
Our technique is based on a local limit theorem in Bhattacharya and Rao
(1986) (hereafter referred to as BR) and a proposition about these quantities
which generalizes a result in BR.
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We use a three term upper bound on the L1 distance between the posterior

w( 0X) and the target normal, denoted n(0; 00, 0). The three terms result
from using three normal approximations. The first is the target normal itself,
n(0; 00, 0)

(2.1) =J VnJ (0o) (0o)J (00) | /(21v)d/2
x exp -(n/2)(0 - 0) J,(0)''( 00) J(00)( 0 - 0))
where 1 denotes the determinant and 0 = ,uJ'(X) for d = k [where ,.40) =
E0X1], which need only be defined near 00.
The second normal approximation is obtained from a uniformized local

limit theorem. Since the conditional density of X given 0, p,(x0), is
known, we require a local limit theorem and its Edgeworth refinements to

approximate p,(i) sufficiently well both for IX - OII = 0(1/ Fn) as well

for much larger deviations. The density of X can be approximated by a sum
whose terms are normal densities multiplied by polynomials. The rate at

which the distance between p0(X) and its closest approximation of this type
tends to zero depends on the number of moments assumed to exist. One such
result can be found in BR. Let

(2.2) qorn(X) = h/2 n (X- 1)/2 X(8)(4( ( 0)))

be the r term approximation to p6(X), where fi- 1, and for i > 1
polynomial of degree at most 3r in k variables and P(0p() is th

density with mean 0 and variance l(0). Here, r will always be a positive
integer. The coefficients of f, depend on 0 also; however, we suppress this
because it will not affect our arguments.
The third normal approximation is a variant on (2.2), to wit,

(2.3) q001rn(X) = nk/2 i (i-1)/2 X(-o)( n())(0)))
in which the variance matrix is evaluated at 00.
We recall that the joint density for (0, X) is w(0)p0(X) = w(0IX)m(X),

where m(X) is the mixture of densities m(X) = fflw(0)p0(X) dO. We denote

mixtures over approximations (2.2) and (2.3) with respect to w by mr(X) and

mo0r(X), respectively. For brevity we omit subscripts, superscripts and argu-

ments where no confusion will result.

Shrinking neighborhoods in the sample space and in the parameter space

are essential to the proof. We denote themU = {Xn: IIX - ,i(00)lI < kn/

and Un,= {0: II ,X) - Z0o)ll < k'n/ Vn}, where kn/ V kt / 1 0 an

11 is a norm on the lattice L, assumed to be embedded in k-dimensional rea

space. The defining condition on U = Uo0n can be equivalently expressed
II 0 - 1a(00)II < kn/ x . To permit upper bounds, Taylor expansions of ,

can be used to obtain sets containing Uoon and Uo',,n. The defining condition
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become 110- 0011 < kn/aTn and 110 - 0011 < k'/ca
and the infimum is over O' in a ball of radius e cen

k = c(ln n)1/2 and k' = c'(ln n)1/2, where c', c > 0 and c' - c > 0.

First we state and prove a uniform version of Theorem 22.1 in BR.

PROPOSITION 2.1. For r ? 1 suppose that E0911X1 - t(O)| is continuou

as a function of 0 E C compact. Assume also that for all x, pf(x) is continuous in 0. Then, provided that E(0) is positive definite on C,

(2.4) sup sup (1+ a- ni40) r+ (a) -q(o ) (2
PROOF. For fixed 0 we have the desired rate: We use the result of BR and

the triangle inequality (add and subtract qo,+ I) to obtain
a | n| () v + 1)r (n

< _ _ 1 ( a- n| r(0)| A fr+l(f(F(a/n - (o))

-<O(?n(k+r)/2 F nk/2nr/2

The last term is seen to be o(l/n(k+r)/2).
To finish, we first note that the BR result holds uniformly over compact

sets and the characteristic function p(0, t) = E6(exp(i( t, 0 >)) is continuous
jointly in t and 0 by the continuity of p0(x). Fix 00 E K. For a sufficiently
small neighborhood U, of 00, the two t-sets in the proof of BR's result can be
chosen so as to satisfy (i) the expansion for the characteristic function holds

with uniformly small remainder and (ii) on the second t-set, 4P(0, t) for
0 E U0O is uniformly bounded away from unity, which is enough for the BR
proof. By the Heine-Borel theorem, the proof is complete. 5

THEOREM 2.1. Let Ql c Rad be compact. Assume that on f, Var9 X1 -(0)
satisfies r11Id < Y(0) < % Id for some rR1, 2 > 0, where Id is the k x k identity
matrix, and that the entries of E(0) are continuously differentiable. Assume
also that ,u(0) = E6X1 has two continuous derivatives, is locally invertible at

the interior point 00 and its d x k derivative matrix J,,(0) has rank d at
0 = 00, where d = k. Then, if the hypotheses of Proposition 2.1 are satisfied

with r replaced by r + 1, where r > max(O, d/2 - 1, (2/3)d - 4/3), we have
that

(2.5) Eo0flw(O0IX) - n(0; 0i)dO-4O
as n -s o.
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REMARK. Even though d = k, we distinguish them here so as to emphasize the role of the sample space and of the parameter space. This permits us
to handle the case d < k conveniently later.

REMARK. Replacing 00 by 0 in the target normal and applying Scheffe's
theorem (see BR page 6) we observe that the result continues to hold if we

change the variance to J,,(0)-1(- )J,j0). As a consequence, convergence
holds with the expectation taken with respect to the mixture density. This
applies to Theorems 2.2, 2.3, 3.1 and 3.2 also. Note that for d = 1, 2, and 3,
four moments are required.

PROOF. We use K to denote a positive constant, not in general the same
from occurrence to occurrence. We proceed in four steps. The first step is to

obtain lower bounds on Xumr(X) and Xulm(X) - m(X)j, and note a
straightforward upper bound on (2.5) which has three terms. The following
three steps will deal with each term in turn.
Step 1, part 1: We show that there is a K > 0 so that

(2.6) XUmr(X) ? (K/n(k+d)/2)xu.

First note that products of the form f1(x/H(X - ,t(

bounded in absolute value by constants for i > 2. We can write
-

K

mr(X) > k/2

lx6
exp
-k-I /O
x IIk xp
- ( 20))(0- )J,1 ) E'( 0) J1( 0)( 0 by a Taylor expansion, where 6 lies on the straight line joining 0 and 0.

Since J,(5)t- 1(0)J /6) is bounded above and bounded away from singularity, the last expression gives (2.6) by using the transformation qp = Vn (0 - 0).
Step 1, part 2: We show that

Xul m(x) - mr(x) |
(2.7) < KXU (k)d/2max( (k+d+r)/2 (k + r ? 1)/2 (fld(1/2 2) + r + 2)

for any 6 E (0, 1/2), where XA is the indicator function of the set A. Note
that the left-hand side is at most

Xuf IPo(X) -q0r(x)lw(6) dO + xuf Po(X) -q0r(X)lw(0) dO
1

< Xu
(2.8) L OE--U'

~K

sup

w

(0)iVol(U')

+ XufY
, Ip6(X) -qo r+(X) lw(0) dO
x t(

+Y X l qo r() - qr,9(Y) lw(O) dO.

n(k

r
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The first term in (2.8) is bounded by XuK(k )d/2/n(k
second term, write V1 = {OIk'j/ n < 11 A(O) - <(0)lI ?
{0In8/ v/ ? 11 A(O) - A(00)l} for some 8 E (0, 1/2). B

second term is bounded by

(2.9) xUKsuP w(o) k+r+l)/2
+ xuK sup w(o)f jp0(X) - q6,r+l(X)IdO.
0 E= V2 V

Restrict the supremum over the lattice to U and the supremum over 0 to V2
to get FIIX - pu(O)II > (1 - 5)n8, for n sufficiently large. Proposition 2.1
gives 1p0(X) - q0, r+(X)t is less than (K/ln(k+r+l)/2)(1/nA(r+2)). Using this in
(2.9), the second term in (2.8) is less than
n8d

1

KXusupw
<

KXu

The

n

third

(2.11) yu w(0) I r+i( (o) ))( x- do,
UJv (P(6)(nr(X2p0))) d

where U'c c VK is defined by Vn = {01 11 o(O) - Xil
follows by using the triangle inequality since the in
in opposite directions. To show (2.7) we control the i
is bounded by

( Xu nr/2 expT - ()'(c' - c)2((In n)/n))
X fw(o)l fr+ l(VH(X - (o9))) 4s'(1/2)1(0)(Vn(X-A (o))) dO.
The product fr?+ l (1/2)1,9) is uniformly bounded by a constant, so the integral

factor can be absorbed into K. The exponential factor is 1/n(l /4Xc-c), so

choosing c' large enough gives (2.7).

Step 1, part 3: We upper bound the L1 distance in (2.5) by the sum

(2.13) E00f W(0)p6(X) w(O)qOr(X) I
(.3 m(X) mr(X)

(2.14) +E00f w(0)q0r(X) w(0)q0,0r(X) do

mr(X) mo0r(X
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(2.15) + Ef iOor0,(
n (0;
O", o) do.
X)

Step 2, part 1: We use (2.6) and (2.7) with 8 = 1/4 to obtain a lower bou
for xum(X):

(2-16) Xum(X) ? Xu(mr(X) -Im(X) - mr(X)I) ? XuK/fn(+d)/2,
provided r > max(O, (1/2)d - 1, (2/3)d - 4/3).
Step 2, part 2: Expression (2.13) equals
w( 0)po(X) w(0)q6r(X)

(2o17) EXo Xuc m(X) mr(X) dO

(2.18) +E0o xuf (Oj
)( m(X)
Po (_ Mr(X)
)qOr() dO.

For n large enough, the first term in the sum which
so that qOr(X) is positive everywhere [see the proof

(2.17) is upper bounded by E00 ucu(J w(f)p(X)/1m(.X) dO +

Jw(O)q0r(X)/mr(X) dO), which is less than P00(UC) and so goes to zero. For
expression (2.18) we use (2.6) and (2.7) (with 8 = 1/4) as well as the fact that
XuJIp,(X) - q0r(X)Iw(O) dO is bounded above by the right-hand side of (2.7).
Now, by adding and subtracting q6r(X)/m(X) we have that

XUfW(O) PD(x) _ q,9r(X) dO
m(X) m(X)

(2.19) < xufW(O) jp0(X) -qor(X)I do
M(X)

w(O)q9r(GX) Im(X) - mr( X) d
mr(X) m(X)

Using (2.16), the right-hand side of (2.19)
77~~,~\d2 (1 nd/2 ( 1 1

rjK(k
)d/2
maxt
r/ +
n ma n~/
~(r+l1)/2nk
d(1/2-5)
n+1
r2 )

The first entry of the maximum goes to zero. The second entry i

1/n (r+l)/2-Sd and 1/n (r+l)/2+8(r+2)-d/2, which goes to zero for r >

max(O, d/2 - 1, (2d/3) - 4/3). Finally, applying Eoo to (2.19) and its upper
bound (which is nonrandom) gives a bound on (2.18) which goes to zero.
Step 3, part 1: Next we show (2.14) tends to zero. We upper bound it by

(2.20) E 0 /xuw( 0) mq(X) _ X dO

mr(X) m Oor(X)

(2.21) + E r0X w(0)qOr(X)
XU~~Mr(X)
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(2.22) + E0 Xu w(I )q06r(X) dO
mor(X)

(2.23) + Eo Xu,- Mr(XY)
w()qr(X)
-w()q060r(X) dO.
MOor(X)
Step 3, part 2: Three of the four terms in the last upper bound are easy to
control. Term (2.23) tends to zero by the same reasoning as was used for
(2.17): the triangle inequality allows us to use 2 as an upper bound for the
integral and gives the convergence to zero.
By reasoning similar to that used to prove (2.6) one can prove

(2.24) Xumoo,r(X) ? (K/n(k+d)/2) XU.
By use of (2.24) and (2.6), to prove that (2.21) and (2.22) go to zero it is enough
to show

(2.25) E09o xuf q0r(X) dO = o (k+d)/2)
and

(2.26) E0O XufI,Cqooor(X) do ( l(k+d)/2)
We see that the absolute values of the left-hand sides of (2.25) and (2.26) are
upper bounded by a sum of r terms that may be controlled alike. So, for

c - c large enough expressions (2.25) and (2.26) can be forced to go to zero at
any rate of the form o(l/na) for a > 0.
Step 3, part 3: For expression (2.20) our technique will be similar to that

used for (2.18). By adding and subtracting q060r(X)/mr(X) and using (2.6
see that (2.20) is upper bounded by

qor.(X) - qooor(X) ) dO

ooxuJ,w(O) mr(X)

+EXuJ w(O)q00o(X) |Mr(X) -Mor(X) do

U MOor(X) mr(X)

< Kn(k +)[ Eoo XufU w( I qo)r(X) - qooor(-X) dO
+Eo Xuj mr(X) - moOr(X)I]

< Kn [k 2 [E6 XuJW( 0) |qfr(X) qoo,0r(X) I dO

+Eo0 XufCw(O)I q0r() - qoor(X)) I dO.
The second term in brackets goes to zero by use of (2.25) and (2.26).
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For the first term, it is enough to show
- XuXu' ~(k, ' 3

(2.27) Xu xuq Or(X) - q00or(X) = 0 (+)/2 )X

for then the integration will give a factor of K(kJ/ VH)d so that
tend to zero also. Since fi has degree 3(i - 1) and on the intersectio

and U', 1IIn(X - /t(0))II ? kn + k, so we have that the left-han

(2.27) is bounded above by

KXUXU r Ifi(Fn(X -A( 0)))1
~k/2 i-1 2
n 1

x |exp(- n/2)( - 0)) El1 0) (X -tL( H9)))

-exp(-(n/2)(X- , (0))t-1(0o)(X- /LL(6)))

< X,U (kn + k')3(r)( 2 %(O)
x1Y.-1(o) - 1-1(6o) l,
in which we have used le-x - e-YI < Ix - yI and norm inequalities on
the upper bound resulting from that inequality. The matrix norm takes the
largest eigenvalue. Using the restriction to U and U' again, we obtain the

bound KVuxu,(kn + k' )3(rl)Iil(6) - -l(6)II/nk/2 Since all Euclidean

norms are equivalent, we can replace the matrix norm with any norm. We

choose the norm which sums the absolute values of the entries. Each term in

that sum admits a Taylor expansion which can be bounded from above by
(kn n ) times a positive constant. There are only finitely many constants, so

taking the maximum gives an upper bound K(kJ N) < K(kn + k')/ vn

which finishes the proof of (2.27).
Step 4, part 1: In this final step we show that (2.15) goes to zero. We start
by bounding (2.15) from above by a sum of five terms, two of which are easy.
Our bound is

(2.28) EO0 Xuu w( ?)q9r(X) - w()q0 (X) dO

O0XUJ Me0r(XY) m001(X)

(2.29) + EoXuf (X) n(O;00o,f) dO
w qu mo0or(X)
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(2.31) +Eoo Xu Cn(O; 0oo, 0) do
w (0) q000(X)

(2.32) +Eo xuc (X) -n(0; 00, 0) do.
Step 4, part 2: The term (2.30) is handled like (2.22) and (2.32) like (2.23)
and (2.17).

Step 4, part 3: The next easiest term is (2.31). Since ,u is invertible on a
neighborhood of 00 for any -i > 0 there is an 8> 0 so that 1I 1t(0) - /L(00)l1 <

8?JO - 00 11 < n and 11 pK(O) - Lt(00)jI < e 110 - 00 11 < q. For such a choice

of 8 we write (2.31) as

(2.33) E0o XufI /(0) O)I >n(0; 00, 0) dO

(2.34) + E 20 Xuf _(n) -((;0) 0, 2 kdo n.
For (2.34), restriction to U and to the domain of integration gives that
110 - 0O1 < 2in, so we can use a Taylor expansion and the triangle inequality to

obtain

A ~~~~~~~~~~~n n

llV0)l 21-01 1l0)0) | n (
for some 0 lying on the straight line

derivative we have that (0 - 0) > K(c

by

K expe - K(c c) (n)

(2.35) XE96 Xufexp - )(0 - 0)
xJ( 00)tl_ 1( 00) J( 0)(o - 0)) do
which tends to zero.

For (2.33) we use a variant of the last argument. We note that local

invertibility implies that given 8 > 0 there is an r> 0 so that 11 pt(0)

u(0o)11 > e 110 - OlI > 77. By restriction to U we have that 0 and 00 are
close, so we Taylor expand to get that there is a K > 0 so that KIlO - 0011 <
kn/ ?n. Again by the triangle inequality, 110 - oIl ? n - (Kkn/ Fb) 2 -q/2.
So, in this case we still get a bound much like (2.35). As a result, (2.33) goes to

zero.
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Step 4, part 4: Write expression (2.28) as

I w(O )q000j(XY)

E00xuf dO
Jut mool(x)

JF(2, r)w(6) Pw(0O)(V7p(X p(6)))

x 1-[1+ F(2,r)( 1+ ) do,
w (0) )fs(Oo)vf(( X -

where F(2, r) = Ji=2fi(V(Y - a(6

On U and U' each f, is bounded by K(kn + k )3(i- 1), which is of lower order
than n(i- 1)/2 and so the summation in the numerator goes to zero. Each term
in the sum in the denominator is seen to be o(l) by integrating over U' and

U'c, using the lower bound on moor(X) with the last bound on fi, and

applying the techniques used on the right-hand side of (2.13).
Step 4, final part: At last we deal with (2.29). We bound it by adding and
subtracting

w(O)exp(-(n/2)(X - (0))I-1(0o)(X - t0)))
w( aQ)(2,7T) d/ nJ( 0,,)l E 0a) J( 00) 1l
and

exp -(n/2)(X - (0))tE1(0)(X 2 rr ) d| nJ( 00 ) tE_ I 00) J( 00 ) - /
Our upper bound on (2.29) is now

(2.36) fw( 0 )e- (n/2XX-8))'7(eoXX # do

E | u -(27r)d/2w( 00) f nJ t( 00) ( I 0) J( 00) 1/2

(2.37) +E,90,yu w( ) e-(n/2+Eo(xu))fY. d(OO

(.7 8 w(Oo) 1 (2) d/2 I nJt( o) 1( Oo) J( 0

(2.38)

x E,uf le-(fn/2x(YAO))-l'(0oX-A(0)) - e-(n/2X 0- 6)tJt(0o) - l(0o)J(0oXoo-) |
JE0
u' (2ir)d2 21 nJt( 0) ,- ( (o) J( 60 I1/2 dI.
We note that there is a positive definite matrix M so that (0 0)tJt(0) -l( J0)- 0) > (- 0)tM(0 - 0). As a result, (2.37) is
bounded from above by

K sup w(0) lE fu n exp( - ( - 0) M( - 0)) dO
o-u' w(00)2

in which the integral is finite, and by
zero.
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For expression (2.38) we use techniques similar to those used for (2.27).

Since Ie-x - ej I <lx - yl, we obtain the upper bound

Knd/2E6 xuf,n|I( 0- 0 )|| J( 6)E1'(00)J( 0) -J(00)Y2X1(00)J(00
after Taylor expansion of ,u, where 0 is on the straight line joining 0 and 0.

By reasoning used in the proof that (2.37) goes to zero, we have that lIFn (0
0)11 < K(kn + kn)2. Also since we have restricted to U and U', the norm of th
difference of matrices can be controlled by a Taylor expansion.
Finally, for (2.36), consider the integral

xu uw ( 0) exp _ - (.2)( - Z ) o( - A( 0)) dO

(2.39) / nf\
+ Xu w(0)exP( - ( )(X - ( 0))? E( 00)(X - Ii( 0))) d0.

For a lower bound we drop the second term and Taylor expand ,u in the first.
For an upper bound, observe that the second term in (2.39) can be bounded by
K/na, where a > 0 is an increasing function of c' - c. The first term in (2.39)
can be bounded above by Taylor expanding ,u. Thus, there are functions

g1,g2 with g1(e),g2(6) -*1 as ? 0, and on U,

fw( 0)exp( - (n/2)(X - (0)) J1(00)(X - / 0))) do

g1(e) < (w(/ 0)(2/T2) d ?nJ (00)Y (0o)J(0o) 11< g2(e).
Using the last pair of inequalities it is seen that (2.36) tends to zero also. [1
REMARK. A version of Theorem 2.1 holds for continuous random variables.
Indeed, a version of Proposition 2.1 can be obtained from Theorem 19.2 in BR.

The only extra assumption is that for some p ? 1 the pth power of the
characteristic function of X be integrable. Doing this, the proof of Theorem
2.1 here applies to the continuous case also.

Next, we extend Theorem 2.1 to noncompact parameter spaces Ql. For C
compact we define mixtures

mC(X) W(C p, (X) dO and mc,((X) c w(cC) p (X) d ,
where W is the prior probability with density w. Again we use local invertibility of ,u at 00. This means there is an open set 0 containing 00 so that the

restriction of ,u to 0, ,41o: 0 -,* (O) is invertible and that for 0 E O

pu(0) E pu(O)C. Our result is the following.

THEOREM 2.2. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1, including the lower

bound on r and k = d. Also, assume that for all k components X(i) of X1
the k + d + 1 central moment is uniformly bounded in 0, that is,

sup680 n EOIX(i) - (.)(0)Ik+d+ 1is finite for i = 1,...,k. Then,

(2.40) E60fo w(OIX) -n(0; 00I3)jdO - O.
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PROOF. Let C be a compact set, to be spe
in (2.40) as a sum of an integral over C and an integral over CC and let

Wc(6) = w(O)Ic/W(C). In the integral over C, add and subtract wc(01X),

apply the triangle inequality and then pull out wc(OIX) as a factor in the
term which is a difference of posteriors to see that (2.40) is bounded from
above by

(2.41) E0f wc(6)p(X())
- n(o; 0O, 0) dO
MC(X)
(2.42) + EHO0 1 -7

1

1 + f w(O)p0,(X) dO/fw(O)p0(X) dO

(2.43) + E00W(CCIX) + EOON(Cc; 00, 0).
By Theorem 2.1, expression (2.41) tends to zero. Since the quantity in
absolute value bars in (2.42) is between zero and one, expression (2.42) will
tend to zero if we show that

(2.44) fcw(O)po(X) dO 0.
Jcw(0)p(Xi0) dO 'o
To prove (2.44) we first show that

(2.45) Poo (mc(X)n(k+d+1/2)/2 > p0(X)) = o(1)
Set C = {OI 1( RA(M) - ,U(00))lI < 81. Now, the left-hand side of

than

Poo( X -( o) I >
+roktA P6o)l ? 2 > mce(X)n(k+d+l/2)/2
K

<-_ + n(k+d+1/2)/2fWc4o) E

n~ ~~~C I - A(O)1 2 5/2
K

k

< - + n(k? d + 1/2)/2Wcc() E POyXi) -(i)()|I > dO

< + n
n(k+d+1/2)/2
suPO(I
(Ii) - (i)(O)| > 29).
o,
i
2k1
By Markov's inequality and a well known result bounding the moments
of sums of independent random variables [see Ibragimov and Hasminskii

(1981), page 186], we have that the last term is bounded by
Kn(k+d+1/2)/2/n(k+d+1)/2 supi ^0 EoIX(j) - /(i)(0) Now that (2.45) is
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lished we use it to prove (2.44). Let 8 > 0. By intersecting with the event in
(2.45) and its complement we have

((j_Cw(0)p(X)_dOY p(X)
P00(X) ) w(O)p0(X) dO >
I mcc(X) K___+_p___ ______, K (k+d+l)/2^

Oo pO0 (X) n(k+d+1)/2 Po 0mc(X)

The first term is controlled by (2.45). Intersecting the second

and U gives two terms. The term with Uc goes to zero since P00(UC) -* 0. On

the term with U, we use mc(X) > l/n(k+d)/2 and note P00(p00(X) >
KVn O.

The first term in (2.43) is bounded between zero and one, and dominated

by the ratio in (2.44) which goes to zero. The other term in (2.43) is bounded
by

K,E0o /V, A(6) - ,L(00,o, < 5}c|nd 2expt - n( 0)tJ o)X-l({ d 0
+ KE00 X{t A(6)- L(0o)l > 8/2) 2

The second term goes to zero by consistency of X for u(00). The first term is
the same as (2.33) and so goes to zero also. r1
If d > k, then there is a problem of identifiability for 0. If d < k the
desired result can be proved by centering at the estimator obtained in the
following way. Let

(2.46a) 6 = argmin J|X o'- /L(O') II,
where 11 11 is the Euclidean norm, and then set

(2.46b) 0 = argmin || -0' ,u ') 1l8,(6)9
where the norm in (2.46b) is defined from the inner product induced
When d = k, 0 reduces to p7- (X). Our result is the following.
THEOREM 2.3. Assume the hypotheses of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, but that
k > d. Then, if the assumptions in Proposition 2.1 hold for r 2 d, (2.40) holds
for the estimator 0 in (2.46b).
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PROOF. We indicate how to modify the proof in the compact case for d = 1
and general k > 1; parts which are the same as before are ignored. Extensions to larger values of d can be established by straightforward modifica-

tions of this proof. The case of noncompact parameter spaces can be handled
by using the technique of proof of Theorem 2.2.

Step 1, part 1: Note that by adding and subtracting A(0) in the exponent
we obtain

mr(X)

(2.47) > n k/2 exp( 2) 0 2 (

-(2 )(- 0 )) ( 0) ( (0) - L
where II l0 indicates the inner product with respect to 1(0) 1. On U we have

that IIX - /tx( )11oo < kn/ Fn and if we use the implicit function theorem we
can assert the existence of a solution h to the equation L(0) = i(Xi -

p 0(O))pu.( )orij(Oo) = 0, where 0 = h(X), 00 = h(pA(00)) and oii( 0) are t
entries of -1(0O). As a result 110 - Oo)Il < KIIX - 4(00)II,o < KF(ln n)/n
we cut the domain of integration down to 110 - 01 < kn/ FnH, then by
triangle inequality 110 - 00li < KV(ln n) /n . By Taylor expanding we

obtain that

(2.48) 1-1(0) (1 + en)1'(00),

where en = O(j(ln n)/n ) and means the left

and below by expressions of the form of the right-hand side.

Next we note that the third term in the exponent of (2.47) is negligible
compared to the other two, at least when restricted to U: from (2.48) it is

enough to examine n(X - _0))0)1( , 0) - AO(0)). Taylor expanding

0 and using L(0) = 0 gives that the third term is Kn(0 - 0)2iLX - 0)
which is seen to be O((ln n)/ Fn). As a result we have on U that mr(X) ?
Kexp(-(n/2)(1 + en)IIX- I ( )Ii 0)/n(k+d)/2.
Step 2, part 1: We use the modified bound of Step 1, part 1, to obtain

Xum(X)
+ e-,exJX0A)II~0)
xU m XX)2()n(k
+ d{)/ 2 eP(
- (2 )( 1 + 83)1'x- y 0)ll

(k') exp((n/2)(1 - n1x ()loo
X 1_ ~(r + 1 - d)/2 .

Since nIIX - /L(&0)119 < c2 ln n, r can be chose
the second term in parentheses goes to zero. Indeed, it is enough for r to be
greater than (d - 1) + C2(1 - ?n). That is, if c is small enough, then r 2 d
will suffice.
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Step 2, part 2: Expression (2.17) is no problem and it is seen that (2.18)
goes to zero by noting that

w(O) p0(X) q9r (X) w(O)qor(X) jm(X) - mr(X)l

XUJi m(X) d+Xuf mr(X) m(X)
k

d

n(k+d)/2

t ~~~exp(- (n/2) (1 + en) 1X (0 0Oo
+_

n

d(k

+

d)/2

(+r+1)

exp(

-

(n/2)(1

which goes to zero for r > (d - 1) + C2(1 - ?n), that is, r > d for c small.
Step 3, part 2: Showing that analogs of (2.21) and (2.22) go to zero can be
readily done. It is enough to show that

_ ~~~~~n(k + d)/2
(2 ,49a) E60 Xufufior( X ) exp( - (n/2) (1 + En)JjX - t( ) 1o do 0
n (k + d )/2

(2.49b) E90 xuf qo00r(X) ex( -do -0,
(2.49b) u ~~~~~expt - ( n/2) 1lX (0 ) l o

since the analog to (2.24), mOer(X) ? K exp(- (n/2)11X - gLt(0
can be derived by the same technique as in the modified Step 1, part 1.

Now, for both cases it is enough to note that on U, nllX - p (00)II2 < c2 ln n

and one obtains from the other part of either of the integrands bounds of the

form n-(c c)2. It is enough to choose c' - c large enough.
Step 3, part 3: It is enough to show

Kn(k +d)/2 (2E60 xufw( O)j q6r(X)q601r(X) dO

xexp((j1 + eg)11X- t(0)llo)))
goes to zero. By earlier reasoning in Step 3, part 3, (2.49a) and (2.49b) can be
used to control the second term in (2.50). For the first term we observe that

the extra exponential factor is bounded above by exp((1 + 8")C2 ln n)

n(l + e0C2 n3c /2 < n1/4, for n large enough and c small enough. The earlie
proof of this part gave a bound of the form K(ln n)3r/ xn so the extra n1/4
does not alter the convergence to zero.
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Step 4, part 2: Use the result from the modified version of Step 3, part 2.
Step 4, part 4: It is enough to show that

K(k, + kP)3(i-l) fIw(O) pI(JO)((x- ,4(0))) dO
n

Xui- 1. 0) -P(0o)(n(X ( 0))) d 0

Kn(k + d)/2

+ n(i- 1)/2 XUfCw(O)ffi(Fn(X - A(O)))$p5(00)(n H(X - L(0))) dO
x exp( )I - u 00 lo

goes to zero. This is obvious for the first term. Since nlIX - ,u(0)II2 ? c
the second term can be controlled by choosing c' large enough.
Step 4, final part: To control the analog of (2.29) we add and subtract

w( O)exp - (n/2) 11 X - /L(O) II'o)exp(n/2) 1 X - /(0) I0o0)
W ( 0) (2,7T) d2I nJ( 00)l 00 O) J( 0,o) 1I/
and

exp(-(n/2)11X - (0) Il0)exp((n/2)IIX - ,( ) IIe)
( 2v7 ) d| jnJ (00 ) t ._ 1( 0 )J(00 ) |- 11
so that we must control

e(n /2)11X -t(6)II2fw ( 0) e(n /2)11X - (0)1o d12

(2.51) E00 Xu - (2T) w(60) I nJt( Oo)E7( O0)J( Oo) 1 12
wt 0) e ( /2)11 4( )112e /)l A(6)112

(2.52) xufo O - 1 e-(/)I- o n21.- 0 dO

(2.52) +E0o Xut w ( 00) | (2,7T)d2 InJt( 0)- ( -00 ) j( H0 )1/ l

(2.53)
en 121.-()112 -(n/2)IIY-A( 0)1120 _ -(n /2)(0- 6)'J'(O )Y,_l(O)J(OO o A6

+ E90 Xuf ( d2 /1r ) d| nJt ( 00) I -1 ( 0 /) J( 0.) 1-1/2 d
the analogs of (2.36), (2.37) and (2.38). For (2.52) we use the fact that

nIlX - njj(O) 1o X = f||X - 0,(O)II + nil _L( 0) - /k(O)II2o
(2.54)

+

(lnn)

a
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so as to obtain the upper bound o(l)E0o Xufu,nd/2 exp(-(n/
bL(O)II0) dO, which goes to zero since the integral gives a con

modulus of continuity goes the o(1).] For (2.53) we use (2.54) so as to reduce it
to the analog of (2.29), as in the final step of Part 4 before. (Choose c > 0
small enough.)
For the last term (2.51), Laplace integration gives the desired convergence
to zero, by use of (2.54) again. cl

3. Nonidentically distributed random variables. To introduce our
approximations, we require some notation. We denote the sum of the first n

outcomes by Si(X) = j2=1XJ, with mean tLn(o) = E,Sn(X) = E>= LO),

where u(jO) = ES Xj. Analogously, we write Ejn= l(o) = l ( 1Z$ 6), where lj(o
= Var0 Xj. The average mean is ,u = in(O) = (1/n),an(O); the average vari-

ance is E = ln(9) = (1/n)1n(6). We write J/,n(6) = Vjin(6) to mean th

k x d Jacobian matrix of first derivatives of u. [The jth column is

((d/dj)-,(),-.. ., (d/d0Y)k(O)), where -2i is the ith component

define the location of the limiting normal, we require the following.

DEFINITION 3.1. A sequence of functions K fn(6)) In=1 is locally invertible

at 00 if and only if there is a neighborhood N., of 00 so that for all n,
f,INO No:A -* fn(N00) is invertible, for 0 E N4cJ we have that fn(f) e fn(NoJ)C

and the set n n= 1fn(N00) contains an open set around limn fn(0O), assumed

to exist.

Now, the target normal is

n(o; 00 ) = | 0 8 ) (2 60 ) 60 )

(3.1)

(2X)

(

ep

2

-(

0

where
0
=
(fin)
1(X)
Oo.
Note
that
(
7n)
As in Section 2, we continue to write

r f('(-2(

(3.2) qor(X) = k/2 ) ((i - 1)/2 (p) ()(( - n(6)))

for the r term approximation to pH(X), where f1 1 an

polynomial of degree at most 3r in k variables and qpj0) is the

Normal(O, SO)) density. A variant on (3.2) is

(3~~

r

f

~~~~

i3F

(X)

(3.3) qof0orn(X) =nk/2 E (i -1)/2 -pyo)

_

t

L
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in which the variance matrix is evaluated at
(3.2) and (3.3) with respect to 0 are denoted mr(X) and mOor (X), respectively.

Our first result is an inid version of Proposition 2.1; a proof is in the
Appendix.

PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose the characteristic functions for the Xi's are

jointly continuous in (t, 0) uniformly in i. Then,

I a - -n(0) r+ 1~
(3.4) sup sup 1+ 1Po - qo 0 (k+r)/2
Now write Un = {Xn IVft,/t) - )-u(00)II ?
iin(00)II < k'l/ V, where kn/ Vn, kVn7 -* 0

ded in Rk. To permit Taylor expansions we make the following definition.

DEFINITION 3.2. A sequence of functions Kgn(0)) I= 1 is uniformly
Taylor expandable at 00 if and only if (1) each gn is continuously differentiable on an open set No containing 00; (2) there are a, /3 > 0 so that for all
n and all 0 E Noo, / > IiVgn(0)ll > a, where Vgn is the Jacobian matrix of

first derivatives of the components of gn with respect to the components of 0;
(3) on Noo, Vgn has maximal rank.

The defining conditions in Un and U, can be expressed as 110 - ooll <

kn/aFn and 110 - 0011 < k',janT. We set kn = c n and kn - cv',

where c', c > 0 and c' - c > 0.

THEOREM 3.1. Assume the hypotheses of Proposition 3.1 are satisfied with
r + 1, where r > max(O, d/2) - 1, (2/3)d - 4/3), and that w is positive at 00.

Assume also that K Tkn((0))In= 1, (E- l(0))In>i and K J2,, (0)- '(00)J.,, (O))

are uniformly Taylor expandable and that K i<n(0))I'= 1 is locally invertible at

00. Finally, suppose there is a neighborhood No, of 00 and a, /3> 0 so that
for 0, 0' E N., we have that

(3.5) W3d 2 J1,un(0)! 1(0 ) JIJ n( f) 2 atId
uniformly in n. Then if fl is compact we have that

(3.6) E0f1 w(OIX) - n(0; 00 0 )| dO,
as n x, where n(0; 00, 0) is as in (3.1).
PROOF. In reviewing the proof of Theorem 2.1, it can be seen that most of
the steps go through with only cosmetic changes. For instance, we use the
inid forms of mr(X) and mi, r as defined in this section rather than their iid

analogs. Also, we replace ,l(0), 2(0 ) and J,j0 ) by Tun(0), >f(0) and J, Jo).
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There are, however, steps where the modifications are not solely a matter of
notation. They are Step 1, part 1, Step 3, part 3 and Step 4, parts 3 and 5. It
will be seen that they follow largely by the uniform Taylor expandability and
local invertibility assumptions on sequences of functions.
For Step 1, part 1, (3.5) ensures that the last inequality in proving the
extension to (3.6) in Section 2 continues to hold. Part 2 relies on the

properties of (3.2), U, and UL} as before. The product I fi(vl

n(01)))i PZ(0)(V/T(X - ji,V(60))) remains bounded by a constant, fo

enough and 0 in a compact set. Part 3 only requires cosmetic changes.
Step 2 continues to hold, subject to cosmetic changes, once Step 1 is

extended. Part 1 is obvious. Part 2 only requires that one observes P

tends to zero.

Step 3 uses the assumptions on (I -1(0))I=. Part 1 is unchanged and
part 2 follows by the same tchniques as before. The main difference occurs in

Part 3: the uniform Taylor expandability of < - 1(O)) I, n gives the appropriate analog of (2.20).

Step 4 requires a bit more. While parts 1 and 2 continue to hold, part 3
requires the local invertibility and uniform Taylor expandability of

Kn( o0)) I= 1 to ensure the inid analog of (2.31) goes to zero by str

ward modifications of the earlier technique. Part 4 is again cosmetic. Part 5,

the last one, requires that the Laplace integration in (2.36) and the bounding

of the difference in the exponents in (2.38) be generalized. The latter is

covered by the uniform Taylor expandability of KJ, n(0)l- 1(00)JI n(O)>Ix= 1.
The former follows as before. [One observes that (3.5) controls the analog to
(2.37).] So, the earlier proof has been adapted to give a proof of Theorem 3.1.
0

It is of interest to generalize one step further so as to obtain a result in the
case of noncompact parameter spaces. Our technique of proof will be to
reduce the result to the compact case. Thus we define two mixtures, one over
a compact set C, the other over its complement. They are

_

w(O)

__w(O)

_

mc(X) = f po(X) do and mc(X) = w()po(x) d
W(C) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ CW(CC)

where W is the probability with density w. Our result is Theorem 3.2.

THEOREM 3.2. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1. In addition, as-

sume that for some 8 > O, n n= i j,1 '(f3( p(o0o), 8)) contains a nonvoid open set

around 00 and that for each Xi and for all components Xi(j), j = 1,..., k, of

Xi the central moments of order k + d + 1 are uniformly bounded in 0, that

is, sup0i sup*= 1 Eo {Xi(j) - /i(j)(0)I < oo. Then we have that E0 f Iw(0X) -

n(0; 00, 0)1 dO -> 0, where n(0; 00, 0) is as in (3.1).

PROOF. The structure and techniques of the proof of Theorem 2.2 continue

to be valid. It is enough to deal with the inid analogs of (2.37), (2.38) and
(2.39) in Section 2. The inid analog of expression (2.37) goes to zero by
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Theorem 3.1. The remaining analogous quantities (2.38) and (2.39) go to zero
provided that

|w(H)p,g(X) dO

(3.7)

rc

f()

Poo

fw(O)p,(X) dO

'

in the inid case. Again, it is enough to show that

(3.8) Poo(mc(X) n(k +d+(1/2))/2 > p00(X)) = o(1)

We can then multiply and divide the left-hand side of (3.7

intersect with the event in (3.8) and its complement, as in the proof of
Theorem 2.2.

Choose C to be compact with nonvoid interior, contained in n n= { 0:
11 in(0) - TEn(O0)1 < 8}. On C we have that 11 Tn(o) - ji(00)I1 < 8, so we may
upper bound (3.8) by

P00(1- X Tn( i) || > 8/2)

(3.9) ?P0o(o X n(O (0)| < /2,
mcc(X) exp(n+d(l/2)/2)) (X)
The first term in (3.9) is of 0(1/n). The second term tends to zero by the
same technique as in the proof of Theorem 2.2. Li

We remark that under a somewhat messy list of assumptions these results
can be extended to the case that d < k.
4. Implications for testing independence of test items. We use
Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 3.1 to obtain a result which has implications for

educational testing. We give conditions under which educational tests have a
property called asymptotic covariance given the sum is negative (ACSN).
ACSN is a variant of covariance given the sum is negative (CSN) used by

Junker (1993). Both ACSN and CSN express the idea that conditional on an
examinee's score, the examinee's performance on different test questions
should be uncorrelated. Specifically, in Junker (1993), the CSN condition

Cov(Xi, Xj 1X) < 0, for i A j, is studied as a verifiable condition that c
used to imply unidimensionality and local asymptotic discrimination-two
main hypotheses of educational testing.
ACSN is useful for two reasons. The first is that one can base a test of the

independence of items i and j on the convergence of Cov(Xi, XjIX) t

nonpositive number. The other is that it can be used to obtain a partial

converse to a characterization result for tests which satisfy strict unidimensionality and are locally asymptotically discriminating; for definitions, see
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Junker (1993). Stating what exactly the test is and proving the characterization are of a specialized nature which we do elsewhere.

We begin with a lemma to control the difference between p0(X lSn) and

po(Xi). In the proof we use Proposition 3.1 for the density of S' and for the
density of Sn - Xi. We denote their one-term normal approximations by

q = q6 and qi = q6. For brevity we write 1i = (1/(n - 1))E , 1j(O). In

addition, we assume that the Xi's take values in a finite range, that their
variances are uniformly bounded above and below by constant multiples of

the d x d identity matrix and that the set Un is reexpressed as Un, ,() =

{s: nIs/n - ii(0)I < cllnn}. Letting x denote a fixed value of Xi we h

the following.

LEMMA 4.1. Assume the hypotheses of Proposition 3.1 hold on a compact
set C for r = 1. Then there is an > 0 so that

(4.1) sup sup P 0(S - X s - X) _1 () ?( )

PROOF. By Proposition 3.1 we have that P9(Sn - Xi = s - x) = qi + T1

and P0(Sn = s) = q + T, where the Ti and T are error terms from the r = 1
term normal approximation satisfying sup, XIT,I, sup8ITt = O(1/n(k + 1)/2

uniformly for 0 E C.

Now, consider the left-hand side of (4.1) for fixed 0. Add and subtract q /q
and use the triangle inequality to obtain the upper bound

(4.2a, b) | X+ + T q Un() + | - XUn(O)
q

+T

q

q

Apart from XU,, expression (4.2a) is, after adding and subtracting qT,
bounded from above by

(q + Ti)q - qi(q + T) 1 1
(4.3) ] q(q + T) I- n(k + 1)/2 q + T

n (k n+b 1l/2 q(q + T)

On Un, (k +? ((k?)/2))j2

On U,,8(6) we have that there is an ? > 0 so that q, q + T? O(1/n(k?e)/2).
In fact, r may be chosen as small as desired by using small enough c in the

definition of Un,,. Now, we upper bound (4.3) by 0(n(e-1)/2) +

0(n (k- 1+2)/2)qi - ql. Apart from Xu (, expression (4.2b) is Iqi - ql/

which is bounded from above by 0(n(k+e)/2)Iqi - ql. So, (4.2) is bounded f
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above by the sum of the last two upper bound
of these bounds, we bound it. Let mi = Ej. i

!El1/2exp(-(n - 1)(-1 - n _ -l - (n - n we have that

Iq - qil < I / exp( - n -

-exp(-(n-1)(Sj - rn-)i (S-X rn-))
+ k |1 1/2- -/2

X exp(-(n-i(S - n ) (x- 1 n- fit))1
Expression (4.4) is clearly 0(n - k/2) so Iqi - qQ(n (ki- 1+ 2e)/2) tends to

zero, provided that we choose e small enough. It remains to show that

iqi - qI0(n( + 6)/2) goes to zero. This requires that we obtain a faster rate o

convergence to zero for (4.4).

First note that 115V-1/2 - lil- l/21 = 0(1/n). This follows by noting that 11

and lI are controlled by the hypotheses on the variances of the Xt's. Indeed

take a common denominator, multiply and divide by III/2 + Ili , boun

the denominator from below and remove and bound the common factor 11i I to

obtain the bound KlI11 - 11. Apply the identity X = ((n - 1)/n)li +

(1/n)Ai, add and subtract ((n - 1)/n)Idl and use the triangle inequality
One term is 0(1/n) immediately; the other term is seen to be 0 (1/n) by

Taylor expanding the determinant function at the identity.
Now if we use (4.4) to bound Iq - qij, we can note that e-x < 1, for x 2 0 so

that one of the resulting terms goes to zero at rate 0(1/nl-e/2). The other
term is bounded above (on Un, ) by

Q(fln/2) exp -n(n- - A( ( - /n/ (0)))

n_ - - n )- 1 n(n- 1 n- 1))
Since e can be made arbitrarily small and 15V-1/2 is bounded by assumption,
we can use the fact that Ie-x - e YI < Ix - yI to see that, on Un s(0), it is

enough to show
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for some e > 0. By straightforward but tedious man

on Uj(),

(i n) innli xl ) 2 + I()

(4.6) I ,X2 In n I+ Ili _X21)
n

nn

is an upper bound on the right-hand side of (4.5). [Derive that l(s - x)/(n -

1) - mi/(n - 1)12 is less than K ((in n)/n + I /ii - x12/n2) on Un ,(o).] The

matrix norm in the fifth term in (4.6) is seen to be 0(1/n). Consequently,
rearranging gives

0( + I /i - xlO (, + 1 i - xl0(

+(bt _-X)20( n2
as an upper bound on the left-hand side of (4.5), on Un J(O). Now, expression
(4.5) holds. The uniformity over C is clear. C
We use the technical result in Lemma 4.1 to prove Proposition 4.1, to see

that E(XiIX, 0) is close to the full expectation when the Xi's assume finitely
many values.

PROPOSITION 4.1. Assume the hypotheses of Lemma 4.1. Let X = Sn/n be
an element of U,7 (0). Then there is an q7 > 0 so that as n increases,

(4.8) sup supIE(XiX,
0) - E(XiI0)
XUn(6)
= ? 1
OEC
Sn
n
PROOF. Note that the left-hand side of (4.8) is

|ExiP0(xiIS ) - 1xiPH(Xi) I

(4.9) _ xpxl P,(Sn - X, =s -X

IxP(l) PO(S = S) 1

For each of the finitely many values xi, the quantity in absolute value
on the right-hand side of (4.9) is controlled by the Lemma 4.1, so the
proposition is proved. a
Finally, we state the main result of this section.

THEOREM 4.1. If the hypotheses of Proposition 4.1 and Theorem 3.2 are
satisfied, then
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PROOF. Note that

Cov(E(XiljY, 0), E(XJlX, &)IY)

(4.lla) = f xUE(Xilj0X)E(XilO X)w(0IX) dO
B(%, e)

(4.11b) + I( x C VUE(Xil0 X)E(XjlO, X)w(01X) dO
(4.11c) + fxUcE(Xjlj0 k)E(XjIlOX)w( OIX) dO

(4.12a) - (JB(6 )U(i X)w( 01k) dO
(4.12b) +f (0 YXUE(XjjO,X-)w(OlX) dO

(4.12c) + XucE(Xj0l X)w( OX) dO)
(4.13a) x (fB , )XUE(Xji0 X)w(OIX) dO
(4.13b) +f xUE(Xil0,X)w(OlX) dO
B(%, e)C

(4.13c) + fxu,E(XjIo0 X)w( 01k) dO).
For terms (4.11a), (4.12a) and (4.13a) we use Proposition 4.1 to approximate the integrands with vanishing error. For terms (4.11b), (4.12b) and

(4.13b) we use the fact that Xi, Xj and Xu are bounded. Thus their co

tional expectations are bounded so the concentration of the posterior forces
them to zero.

It remains to deal with terms (4.11c), (4.12c) and (4.13c). We use the local
invertibility of (in(O): Since E(O) is bounded above and below, we have that

there is a M' so that on UC, iio - O11 2 M' (ln n)/n. Also, by the cent
limit theorem we have that, under 00, the probability of the set 110 -

MV(ln n)/n tends to unity for any M > 0. By the boundedness of

integrands and the fact that the inequalities go in opposite directions we can

control (4.11c), (4.12c) and (4.13c).

For instance, (4.13c) is controlled in L1 by

E00fx U, E(XjI 0, X) |w(l k X) dO
< K( EOO X{I6- 0011m M(lnn)/n} fxUCW(0IX) dO
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+E6o X{IIf- OOII > MV(in n)/n}f uXcw(G X) do)

K( Eoo X{jj1 oJl <1 M(fn n)/rnf X{1j- o,Il 2(M-M')(in n)n

in which the integral in the last expression goes to zero by
normality of the posterior, provided M - M' is large enough. Thus (4.13c)

goes to zero in P90 probability. Terms (4.11c) and (4.12c) are similar. o
COROLLARY TO THEOREM 4.1. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1. If, in
addition, the densities of the Xi's are log-concave, then we have, for any fixed
00 and 8> 0, that

(4.14) P90(Cov( X, XjjI) ? ?) 0.
PROOF. By Junker's identity, see Junker [(1993), Section 4] we have that

Cov(Xi, XjlX) = E(Cov(Xi, XjIX, 0)Ik)
+ Cov(E(XiIX, o), E(xjix, o)IX)
By Theorem 32.8 in Joag-dev and Proschan (1983) [see also Theorem 4.1 in

Junker (1993)], (4.15a) is nonpositive. By Theorem 4.1, expression (4.15b)
converges to zero in P90-probability. Thus, (4.14) follows. O
Appendix. To obtain Proposition 3.1, we use characteristic function (cf)

arguments. Write the cf of Xi as 4j(o, t) = E6 exp(i(t, Xj)). Since the Xj's

take values in a common lattice, these cf's have a common fundamental
domain Pv. Central to the statement and proof of the result is a proper

subset E1 of 9, defined by E1 = {t E Rk: lit II < 6}, where ( is a constant. Let

C be a compact set in the parameter space. We require that f satisfies the
following:

ASSUMPTION 1. (i) On Xn E1 we can use the expansion given in Theorem
9.9 of BR modified in the same way as Theorem 9.12 of BR.

(ii) For t E Fn E we have that

sup i(0 1) - 1 < 1/2.

(iii) For 8(0) = supjE~ SUptE-9*E1(E40)
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ASSUMPTION 2. For r ? 1 suppose that on C,

g(O) = sup.(1/fn)E 1EHIXJIr+ 2
exists and is bounded.

ASSUMPIION 3. We have that, on C, 71 d < i(O) < ?2 Id for some 71, %1

and all n.

Assumptions 1-3 hold if the kj's are jointly continuous in (t, 0), uniform

in j. This is the case in the Rasch model and in the generalisation of that

model considered by Tsutakawa and Johnson (1990) and Tsutakawa and

Soltys (1990). More generally, suppose Xi is distributed according to a
probability function p(xi, 0, ai), where the dependence on i is only in the
third argument. Then, Assumptions 1-3 hold if (i) p(xi, 0, a) is a continuous

function of (0, a), which ranges over a fixed compact set; (ii) the moments

E(O,a)IXIIr+2 are continuous and finite for (0, a) in the compact set; and
(iii) for some positive constants -ql and q2' the variance matrix I(0, a) is
continuous and satisfies nlid Id< 10, a) < %q Id on the compact set. For gener-

ality, we use Assumptions 1-3.
First we show that

aI jn )r+1) aa

sup sup + pe - - q(r ( = ? (k+r'1)12

OeK aeL I F

The cf of Sn(X) is pn(0 t) = H7 1 k1(0, t) and the cf of Yn = (Sn(X)-Ln(o))/ Vn is 4n(0, t) = 4n(0, t/ ?n)exp(-i(t/ vn, utn(0))). By the inversion

formula we have P(Sn(X) = () = (1/(2g)k)jf<t(o t)ei(t dt U t

t'/ xn we obtain

P(Sn(X) k /2 14 (0 t)exp -ilt) n dt)
from which we see for Yn = (1/ ?n)(Sn(X) - n,jf) that

Y%P0(Ynk) = (2) /2 [D#n(t)]exp(-i(t,Yne))dtj
for vectors j3 = ( 1, * . , ,Bk), where ,Bi ? 0 are integers summing to I 131 < r +

2 and DO denotes the differentiation operator (Dt1)P1,... , (Dt)8k. Vectors
raised to powers 13 mean that each entry in the vector is raised to the
corresponding entry in 13.

Denote the Fourier transform of q6r(X) by 40r(t). Then,

Yng q0r(Yn ) = l(2T)knk/2 k[D 0r(t)exp(i( Yn)) dt,
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where ej=lr(t) E 1n-(j 1)/2Pj(it: { X)e / The Pj(it:

mials with coefficients depending on cumulants xv. N
bound

|Yn ( pe(Yn6) - qor(Yn0))j

K ID-o(o,t

(A.1) n k/2 | | Dt r (t) I dt

+fI| Fn D n (0,t)Idt +f VnE}

Since the domain of integration excludes a ball wit
the presence of the exponential factor implies that the last integral tends to
zero at rate O(e -nr') for some r' > 0. The middle integral tends to zero at an
exponential rate also: After differentiating on(o, t) and observing that the
exponential factor has norm 1, one can transform back to i* - E1. The

product 4(O, t) can be bounded from above by 0(Q;), in which 3K < 1.

The first integral in (A.1) requires Theorem 9.12 in BR, which is based on
Theorems 9.9 and 9.10, also in BR. Examination of the proofs of those
theorems shows that our assumptions give an upper bound for the integral of
order o(l/nr/2) uniformly in 0. Now (A.1) gives (3.4) by the same triangle
inequality argument as was used in the proof of Proposition 2.1. o

We can dispense with Assumption 1(i) by making use of the other assumptions with Theorem 9.11 (modified as in Theorem 9.12 in BR) and Lemma
14.3 in BR.
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